
Waiting for Halfdan 
 
They call me Elf here but that is not my name and I am no elf, only a few people 
agree with me and I am grateful that they now keep their thoughts mostly to 
themselves.  I tell no one my name as this is our custom, it is our custom for the 
grandmothers to give us the name we must use and this name would be the name of 
a creature that would come to them in a dream and it is a sacred dream name and 
not to be given away without proper ceremony or contest. 
 
I did not want to be here but I am kept for good luck and am treated well, which is to 
say I can roam but not far, I am fed if I so wish and I am viewed with a sort of 
amused affection. 
 
 I have been here for almost a whole year and most of what I know about my capture 
I have found out from the people who captured me, these are strong big, hard men 
who raid and steal other people, harvesting them and their goods much like we 
would harvest honey from the wild bees in our woods. 
 
I want to go home, I dislike these big noisy men and their womenfolk, boasting and 
fighting, shouting so loud that my head spins if I have to eat in their hall. Their food 
makes me sick, their porridge and their cheese ties my stomach in a knot and I seek 
out the roots and nuts and seeds and leaves from the forest and the shore and eat 
those to keep me in health.  
 
The worst of it all are the stories and the exaggeration, it seems that whoever can tell 
the biggest, most fantastic, story is lauded and honoured as though what they say is 
the biggest truth with the deepest understanding of the world but they are useless 
stories, they do not teach the young ones the way of animals and plants or how to 
live with them, just how to lie, steal, fight and argue. These are not our ways. 
 
They call me Elf because most of them think I am an elf, they think I am svartalfa, a 
black elf, because of the way I look. I am small amongst our people and our people 
are small amongst other peoples. My skin is very dark, almost as dark as the fruit of 
the Blackthorn, and this is not unusual amongst our people and neither are my blue 
eyes which are the colour of the sky above the clouds on a summers day. Our 
people are not well known by these raiders who travel on the evil east wind, we have 
little they would find good to steal and we are hard to find. We move around from the 
woods to the marshes to the sea shore to the hills in a route that changes as the 
seasons pass, following the deer for some of the year and the marsh birds for much 
of the rest of the year. We learn the ways of wild from the moment we are born and 
can disappear amongst the reeds and trees and their shadows as easily as settled 
folk can walk into their halls.  
 
If I am to believe the stories told in the hall then I was captured with great skill by 
Kolkr Longsword himself, who snared me with a silken rope after pulling down the 
tree where I had landed. Apparently I was flying from tree to tree as I sought to avoid 
being found. Kolkr was there when I was found and it was true that I was trying to 
avoid being found, I had been tracking deer in the same woods as they were 



hunting, but was trapped in a tree by a wild sow and was waiting for her to forget me 
and move away. There was no silken rope and Kolkr did not pull down any tree, the 
sow had disappeared when she heard the many men and as I was leaping down to 
disappear into the woods the branch suddenly broke, as Ash will do, and I fell and hit 
my head on a branch before I hit the ground. There was no need to bind me anyway 
as I was senseless and even when my wits had returned my memory had not so I 
knew nothing for many weeks. 
 
There had been a big argument about whether I was a man or elf but to settle it 
Kolkr, who I now know to be the leader of the ship and the village, had said that an 
elf should bring good luck and they would see if their luck changed before making a 
decision. So I was bound and kept prisoner. For some time the voyage of these 
raiders had been unlucky, there had been some sickness amongst the crew, a man 
had died as he had slipped and been crushed as the longship had beached on first 
landing and the ship itself had some damage from striking a hidden reef at the mouth 
of one of the rivers. Farmsteads seemed to have been warned about them and had 
been abandoned with nothing left behind. There had been little plunder and much 
grumbling.   
 
I claim no part in the change of luck but it did happen, the day after I had been 
captured they surprised trading boats coming downriver from a great city inland and 
seized their cargo the boatmen the merchants and their silver. They fought a 
successful skirmish with some villagers (although the tale told in the hall made it 
sound more like a battle between hundreds of warriors) and took some plunder and 
some slaves and most lucky of all captured a big sea boat that had gone aground on 
a falling tide. This has made them rich and they think it was because of me. 
 
My memory retuned on the voyage to this place. This place it is not like my home but  
it does have forest and marsh and sea and so I can find many of the plants and 
creatures I need. I can hunt with my sling, my knife and my snares. I do not speak 
their language, nor they mine, but I now understand enough to know what is going 
on and I can even use a few words. I am grateful to a slave who is from Dál 
Riata who is able to translate, for I know the common tongue and our people speak it 
when trading with settlements. She has a hard life.  
 
All I desire is to return home to the families, I have not yet taken a woman in the 
hunting but if I hadn’t been taken it was agreed that I would hunt her in the autumn 
when it is traditional. The grandmothers have approved but now I hope they know 
though their dreams that I yet live and do not allow her to be hunted by someone 
else. I miss my brothers and sisters and the grandmothers who keep our families 
safe, I miss the open skies and the wind in my hair as I sleep, I miss the call of the 
duck, the growl of deer the scream of the fox and the scolding of wrens. I miss my 
brother creature whose name I possess. I am tired of the talk of battles and fighting, 
of wagers and boasting but I have a plan and it is working, so far. 
 
Kolkr Longsword loves a contest, but he also loves the luck he thinks I have bought 
him and will not let me return easily. I have persuaded him though that if he can 
guess my name I will never leave him but if, after a year to the day that we agreed 



the wager, he cannot guess my name then I will travel with him on his next voyage 
across the western sea and he will put me ashore near the great marsh that is part of 
my home. 
 
I had to agree that I would give him one clue, a riddle that, if he solves it, will tell him 
my name. He boasts that he is a great solver of riddles and a master riddler himself 
so to begin with he was very confident, but I also can set a riddle and I believe mine 
will defeat him.  The riddle is this  ‘My tongue is my spear but I fly from my enemy 
with feathered wings and laugh with my friends at his confusion’. This clue I gave 
him and he was angry, very angry, so angry that I believed I had misjudged him, 
because I had given him the clue in my own language. For a time I believed he might 
kill me, he was tall, a good head taller than the next tallest man in the settlement, 
and as he looked down at me I barely came up past his waist, he could have picked 
me up and thrown me with the ease of a person flipping trout from a stream on a 
summers day. He believed he had been tricked but I told him, with the help of the 
slave translator, that my name was in my own language, and the clue would only 
make sense in my language. He was still very angry, I think the only thing that 
stopped him killing me was the thought that it might bring bad luck, and maybe a little 
bit of him relished the challenge, as he saw it, of solving an elvish riddle. His mood 
improved further when one of his hearth companions reminded him about the 
famous warrior Halfdan who captured a princess, defeated an army, killed more men 
than any other in the whole world (apart from Ragnar Lodbrok) and could speak 
more languages than a dog has hairs and so was bound to be able to speak elvish.  
 
Kolkr has decided to take me to Halfdan. He is confident that Halfdan will be able to 
translate the riddle and then his answer back into elvish when he has guessed it. 
The only trouble with the plan is that, as everyone knows, Halfdan pursues his 
nithing brother and has been away for over a year and no one knows when he will 
return, Kolkr believes it will be before the wager has ended, I have no idea but doubt 
that any Northman will know the language of our people even if he speaks elvish! 
We will see.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


